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Anti-Semitism Throughout the Ages
^   tttslinptthbtfl   diplomat,   a   linguist  able   to  speak  twenty-six
lan&w^s, a livelier ami a scholar, Count Coudenhove-Kalergi
all but completed this important and pertinent book before his
mmt death.   It has now been concluded by his son and is published as
one of the. most striking, if not the most striking, contribution to the
most discussed and controversial topic of&ur day.
Count Coudenhove-L\akrgi belonged to no political party; but was
liberal in bis views and above all a friend of truth and an enemy of
injustice* Wilh a quite unbiased mind and with the training of a scholar
be approached Ms subject and studied it to its depths. His researches
led hiM to many conclusions, and he discusses here all the causes of the
wave of anii-Semitism now sweeping so many parts of'the world. Men
and women of all points of view should read this book. Illustrated^ 15 j.
COUNT HEINBJCH V. COUDENHOVE-KALERGI
This Our Army
Wfithout entering into  wearisome detail  the   author presents for
the general as well as the professional reader a picture of the
jA rvy's multifarious dutits and its present organisational suitability
for them, its training doctrine in the light of future warfare, its personal
and traditional aspects., and its method of spending its income of aver
£ i,ooo?ooo per week.   He is fully qwlified to fulfil this task by bis
service in war and in peace., and he has been described by a Tendon
newspaper as one of the most discerning and knmvledgable war critics
in tiritain today.	Illustrated, tos. 6d.
CAPTAIN J. R. KENNEDY
Company Finance
'Camus as a novelist, as a journalist, and as one of the most expert
of writers on financial matters, Collin brooks contributes one of the
soundest  and  most comprehensive volumes on Compaty Finance
yet written.    He ewers the whole range of the subject and reduces its
' complications to terms easily understood by all	y* 6&
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